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DAY 1

HUANGLING - CHINA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL SYMBOL
Places with their own distinctions and cultural richness in China always make me feel amazed. One can
expect a lot from a country which has largest population and occupies approximately one-fourteenth
of land area of earth, and with thousands of years of history. As for people like me who loves traveling,
China is such an ideal place to travel around. This time I was fortunate to visit Jiangxi Province.

Our first destination was the Huangling, an ancient village which surrounded by picturesque green
mountains. Eye-catching beauty of nature, colorful dried crops on bamboo basket, well-preserved Huistyle buildings (above photo can represent those three), and exotic alleys with stone paved pedestrians
are most attractive things I noticed.
Since village locates on top of the mountain, the best way to get there is the cable car. Even if you like
trekking, you would not complain to experience this. Because you will have different look on many
layers of terraces which seem giant stairs to the mountain. I heard with a rotation of seasons, those
terraces fill with different colors of flowers. As our tour guide said, best season to come here is the
Autumn, in particular in November. I still so much enjoyed seeing natural scenery there.
Built on a hillside, Huangling village has ancient residences with unique Hui-style architecture. When
you see from the outside, they all look pretty same. But interiors were all distinctive. Some of them
have stone carving, others have wood carving decorations. May be secret of preserving these
architecture and tradition was due to its remoteness and was closed to tourists until recently.
On the roof of these grey-tiled and white-walled buildings
villagers dry their crops called shaiqiu. This outstanding
tradition often appears in southern China, especially in
Jiangxi. Our tour guide said during the late summer and
early autumn when villagers dry their crops the whole
village covered with colorful spices. But by the time we
arrived there, village was still colorful enough.
Streets are elegant, yet simple. While wandering through
stone paths, I was absorbed in decorations in the street.
This oil paper umbrella in the picture is one of the
heritage of China. Until recently, I have mistaken those
kind of umbrellas are from Japan. I found out Jiangxi
province is famous with these conventional-style, yet
beautiful oil paper umbrellas. And they are known
endurable with portability. I did not know that production
of oil paper umbrella goes through numerous procedures
such as boiling the umbrella stick made of bamboo,
painting on the skin paper and brushing on tung oil.
The village is definitely one of the most authentic rural cultures in China. It was such an amazing
experience for me.
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WUYUAN – THE GREEK CITY OF CHINA

At first, I wondered why houses in some Greek cities are all-white. Has the Greek government ordered
to do so or is there something related to their religion or culture? As I read there are several reasons
including whitewash which is used for color is easy to make, cheap and detrimental to bugs. It sounded
so eco-friendly to me. Since classical period, Greeks have been using whitewash for painting their
houses with sanitary, economic and religious purpose. With keeping their old tradition, Greek cities
actually are considered as so distinctive.
Can you believe that I found a same city in China? One of the most impressive things I have experienced
during this trip was Wuyuan county. In this tiny county, all people live in white houses, of course not
the same as in the United States. Located in the eastern corner of Jiangxi province, Wuyuan formerly
belonged to Huizhou of Anhui province. Hence it has some features of Huizhou such as Hui-style ancient
architectures. Among the photos of these houses that I took during the trip, I noticed that some
buildings are quite old, but well-preserved. I believe some of the houses may date back to Song dynasty
which contains hui-style architecture.
As our tour guide shared, villagers wanted equality and did not allow others to paint their houses in
different colors. If someone did so, they immediately burnt that ‘peculiar’ house. It is obvious that they
stopped burning the houses, however even new and more modern ones are still white. I never got
bored of taking these same-white houses.
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Residents generalized local characteristics into four colors: red, green, black and white. For me as a
stranger, I could have guess red for chili, green for mountains, black for tiles, and white for walls. But
they are not. In fact, this county is famous with their red carp, green tea, black ink stone and white
pear. In a local restaurant, we had a chance to taste red carp which looks more like goldfish. Since I
come from a landlocked country, which has no seafood culture, I cannot tell you how was the taste.
However, our travel companions quite enjoyed having it. Till recently this fish was served mostly for
state-level receptions due to its rareness.
Their green tea is historically famous. According to the record, it was ranked top-level green tea during
the Tang dynasty. As for their black inkstone, local people named them Longweiyan which means
‘dragon tail inkstone’. This inkstone valued as one of top-four in the country. We found many in the
local stores. They also have a pear as white as snow which also regarded ‘king of pears’. Wuyuan offers
so many delicate products once only served for and used in courts.
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DAY 2

1,800 YEARS-OLD ANCIENT CAMPHOR TREE
Yantian Garden is one of the many attractions in
Wuyuan county. With no notion of modernization
and urbanization, this is the ideal place to feel
peace and tranquility while enjoying the view of
rice-field and giant tree called camphor. This
evergreen ancient tree beside the river is
estimated to be over 1,800 years-old. Camphor
tree is quite popular in China and is used for
certain medicines as I heard. You will also find
here an old man who sells its barks which is used
as insect repellent.
On the way to our next destination we passed by
Jujing village, regarded as the ‘roundest village’ in
China. The village is surrounded by the river and
mountains. The village has typical hui-style buildings
as well. The aerial picture of the village shows its very
spectacular circular shape clearly.

LINGYAN – THE KARST CAVE
Karst cave is one of the amazing formations which nature
creates. Over the long periods, probably more than a
thousand-year karst caves have shaped due to dissolution
of soluble bedrock. It was the first time in my life to go in
such huge cave. Size of the cave impressed me. As I read
its height is close enough to 7-floor building. We began
our tour from the highest floor and came out of the cave
by boat. It was interesting to explore what is inside.
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MODERN DAY BIG DRAGON
Long ago, during the Warring States, there was a
man named Qu Yuan. He was a loyal and wise
man who served his king with all his heart. But
after he heard some alarming news, he warned
his king there is a plot to overthrow him. However,
king did not believe in him, instead expelled him
to the far north.
While Qu was suffering with his sadness and
helpless state, he used to sit beside the river to
relieve his dullness. There he saw a river goddess
the dragon. Qu Yuan, the poet, read his poems to
the dragon and she is so moved.
And one day Qu Yuan shared his sorrow with her,
the dragon was crying. Then dragon offered him
to live with her under the river and he disappeared
forever.
I have no idea who wrote this legendary story. But it somehow shows that the Chinese admire, worship
and idealize the dragon. And they also think that dragons live in the water.
On our second day of the trip, we trekked to the waterfall called Big Dragon. It is one of the highest
waterfall in China which has drop of 192 meters. Dragon waterfall conjures an image of a dragon flying
swiftly upward and another one seething in the pond waters below. This, it got the name of ‘dragon’.
The surrounding area is regarded by scientists as ‘natural museum’. The area is a part of the Yandang
Mountain, which is also very scenic.

RAINBOW BRIDGE IN QINGHUA TOWN
Having stood more than 800-years, bridge has been
survived to our date since Song dynasty. It is just
amazing to think how this wooden bridge was
conserved in such a good way. Considering it is
entirely made of wood, it could have burned down in
fire, be destroyed during wars or just simply perished,
however it is there just in front of our eyes. The
bridge called Rainbow and its 140 meters long.
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DAY 3

JINGDEZHEN – THE PORCELAIN CITY
When we came to Jingdezhen, totally different environment
embraced us. This time, we saw alternative types of
architecture. What caught my eyes were ceramic light poles
with beautiful patterns in the streets. When I noticed that from
the bus window, I was thinking ‘No way! It could be so
expensive if its real ceramic’. Well, that moment I seem
forgotten we came to the ‘Porcelain city’.
China first acquainted to the world through its porcelain and
chinaware, hence Westerns name the country China.
Jingdezhen city was known as ‘the porcelain capital’ of the
world for over 2,000 years. Beginning of making porcelain
dates as early as 200 BC during Han Dynasty. Jingdezhen’s triumph and glory days were long and rich,
however the peak was around 14th century. The city itself is famous with their Jingdezhen porcelain.
When we visit ‘Ceramic Art Museum’ which encompasses huge area and exhibits great number of art
pieces, we gained a lot of knowledge about the porcelain and had a chance to see real fine arts of all
time. As we learnt, Jingdezhen porcelain has four distinctive types: Famille Rose, Linglong, Blue-andWhite and Color-Glazed porcelain.

All of the products made here were presented to the Emperor and were unique with its style. As I
heard from guide, initially they used to present around 1,000 identical pieces to the Emperor for
choosing few good ones. Then they destroyed all other pieces just to make sure no commons have
same products as the Emperor possesses. Some of the exhibits in the museum are the findings of those
destroyed and broken ones. But they are still antique and exquisite.
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DIY – MAKING A VASE AND DECORATING A PLATE
One of the memorable experience was to create my own piece-of-art. I just realized
making a pottery is not an easy as it looks. Even to make simplest or roughest design
requires some skills, concentration and sense. I failed to do a vase. However, I
discovered myself that I had some talent of drawing.
DAY 4

WOOD CARVING

The last attraction was this beautiful wood carving workshop. Jingdezhen city is not only famous with
porcelain, but also its wood-carvings.

I would highly recommend people to visit these places and I hope you would have a
same great experience as we had.
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